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TECHNICAL DETAILS

The Estate

CVNE is one of the most important wine producers of Spain, on account of its

illustrious history, and its omnipresence in the contemporary Spanish wine

scene. Founded by the Real de Asua brothers in 1879, it remains family-

owned and family-run, with the latest generation committed more than ever

to making great wine in meaningful quantities. The 3 company wineries

perfectly symbolise the 3 principles that have always caracterised the CVNE

philosophy : the respect of heritage evident at the historic Haro bodegas; the

embrace of new technology and innovation in the James Bond-inspired Viña

Real facility; and the valorisation of terroir that is Contino, Rioja’s most

magical vineyard site transformed into truly magical wines.

Wine Making

Grapes reception and separately discharge by variety and quality. Obtaining

the juice drained by pneumatic press. Bottles placed in the cellar for the

second fermentation. Rest and aging in the cellar. Riddling process in

giropalets, then freeze the neck of the bottle and disgorgement.

Food Suggestions

Pairs well with shellfish, appetizers, snacks, lean fish, aperitif, and cured

meat.

TASTING NOTES

Pale yellow color with golden hues. Good release of tiny bubbles rising in

trains which ends up forming a cheerful crown of mousse. Very elegant

sparkling Cava, with fruit notes and typical nuances of aging in the bottle. In

the mouth, it is very nice, with slightly sweet points and final apple

reminiscences. Good acidity and persistence. Long and complex aftertaste

due to long aging in the bottle.

A Macabeo, Xarel-lo, and Parellada grape blend.

This wine contains allergens, sulfites.
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ATTRIBUTES

• Available Size: 750mL (12 pc)

• ABV%: 13

• Class: White
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